
ProKNX SAS

Changing the 
face of smart 
assistants

Completely offline. 

What’s said at home stays 
at home.



An Innovative Leader In 
The Smart Home Sector 
ProKNX has more than 10 years of 
experience in developing innovative, prize-
winning smart home devices for the KNX 
Home Automation sector. ProKNX works in 
collaboration with major KNX suppliers and 
Sonos to produce high quality smart 
assistants for the home and office.

About Us
○ ProKNX is a dynamic IoT company which 

develops and sells completely offline smart 
home assistants that provide all the comforts of 
a cloud-based system while maintaining the 
privacy of the consumer. 
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Our Solution
ProKNX changed the face of Voice Controlled 
Smart Assistants by developing an AI based 
offline Private-By-Design system to control all 
aspects of the indoor environment.

Private-By-Design

Voice recognition runs 
entirely on the device 

– nothing is 
transmitted or 

recorded.

Ease of Installation

The only step needed 
for installation is to 
connect the power 
and the network 

cable.

Ease of Use

Thanks to NLU, our 
devices can initiate a 
single action when 
spoken to in many 

different ways.
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ARAGON
Aragon is the first holistic voice control system 
for the KNX Home Automation standard that 
works without the need for an Internet 
connection. 

Unique 

Voice recognition runs 
entirely on the device.

AAL features

Help call and Anomaly 
detection.

Private

No information is 
transmitted or 

recorded.

Flexible

Voice commands can 
be easily adapted.
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Interoperability
Aragon allows to connect “Plug and Talk” to 
many different KNX Servers, Gateways and 
Sound Sytems

GIRA 

Gira X1 and Gira
Homeserver

JUNG

Jung Smart Visu
Server
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IKEA 

Ikea tradfri 

Philips HUE

Philips HUE bridge

SONOS

Sonos Multiroom 
Systems

Hager

Domovea Basic and 
Expert

… and much more



Introducing ARAGON Companion
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○ ARAGON won second place from the jury 
as the Best Smart Home product of the 
year at the Smarthome Deutschland 
Conference 2020 .

○ During the event, ARAGON was voted as 
the Best Smart Home Appliance for 2020 
by the audience across several award 
classes.

Awards
○ realKNX ARAGON was voted as one of the best Smart 

Home products in Germany for 2020.
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The ProKNX Team

Christian
Kiefel
CEO

Christian Kiefel has had 
nearly 30 years of 
experience in the 
automation sector. His 
curiosity, and drive to 
make a difference in the 
world led him to found 
ProKNX 15 years ago. 

Jens
Kastensson

CTO

Jens Kastensson has a 
long experience of 
developing high-quality 
software products, 
applications and systems 
for major companies. His 
desire to innovate caused 
him to join ProKNX over 6 
years ago.
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ProKNX SAS.

Thank 
You

Christian Kiefel and Jens Kastensson

+33 (0)7 78 05 97 64

info@proknx.com

https://www.proKNX.com/

https://www.realknx.com/
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